Request for Proposals Erate Category 2 Project

Neshoba County Public Library
USAC-FY21-C2 - Form #210025801

Notice to Bidders
Notice is hereby given to interested bidders that the Neshoba County Public Library will receive written,
sealed bids until the hour of 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, March 23, 2021, at which time bids will be opened in
the by the Neshoba County Public Library at 230 West Beacon St. Philadelphia, MS 39350
Bid Timeline
Form 470 and RFP Posted
Mandatory Pre-Bid Site Visit

Wednesday, February 24, 2021
Thursday, March 4, 2021

Bid Due Date and Opening

Tuesday, March 23, 2021
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Erate Category 2 Project
SCOPE (Description)
The Neshoba County Public Library wishes to upgrade its Erate eligible category 2 LAN equipment, cabling
infrastructure and wireless equipment to allow the library to simultaneously operate multiple wired and
wireless devices in all common areas of the library. The System also must upgrade its existing Wired LAN
infrastructure, as most of the LAN switches and cabling are outdated or end of life.
The RFP will consist of 4 parts: Cabling, Equipment, Managed Services and Basic Maintenance. Vendors
may bid on any or all parts. For example, a vendor may bid cabling only, or Equipment, or Managed
Service/Maintenance only, or all parts as a turnkey solution. Any discounts for bundled pricing or winning
more than one portion of the RFP will be considered and allowed.
The capacity of the access points should allow patrons to conduct moderate to heavy Web access for
research with video streaming, such as all patrons being able to view online videos in HD. Patrons often
download and watch movies while connected to the System’s wireless and wired network. Proposed
Local Area Network (LAN) must be able to process traffic for up to 250 devices at a given time. The Bidder
may assume that the Neshoba County Public Library has sufficient Internet bandwidth to supply the
requirements above. The primary objective is to ensure that bottlenecks do not occur at the wireless
access point or switch under the specified conditions.
The Wireless Infrastructure must be able to support multiple simultaneously connected devices at EACH
location in and surrounding the library and must accommodate all library locations simultaneously.
Seamless roaming throughout the library campus and within the same mobility domain without ever
needing to re-authenticate will be required. Should the bidder propose a solution that does not meet the
specifications listed below, the vendor must provide sufficient documentation that the System’s objective
will be met with the vendor’s proposed solution.
The System prefers a model that offers wireless coverage in common areas for patrons and administrative
areas for library personnel. The System requests proposals include upgrade pricing for additional access
points and switches.
If a proposal offers fewer access points or switches than requested, vendor must provide solid
documentation from the manufacturer that guarantees coverage will meet the needs of the Library
System.
Technical specifications of all equipment and cabling should be provided with the proposal.
The proposal must guarantee performance sufficient to fulfill the needs of the Neshoba County Public
Library as specified within this RFP. After implementation of the successful vendor's proposal, if additional
equipment, cabling or labor is needed, the vendor will bear all costs necessary to satisfy the requirements
of this RFP and of the vendors proposed solution.
It is the vendor's responsibility to ensure that the equipment proposed meets the performance
specifications of the manufacturer and the previously stated requirements. The Neshoba County Library
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System will not release the vendor from the performance guarantee required above, because of
malfunctions or defects in equipment due to manufacturer error or flaws in the equipment.
In order to be eligible to bid, all prospective bidders must attend a mandatory pre-bid conference at 1:00
p.m. Thursday, March 4, 2021. The pre-bid conference will be held at the Neshoba County Public Library
located at 230 West Beacon St. Philadelphia, MS 39350. Proposals from vendors who do not attend the
conference WILL NOT be considered.
At the time of the pre-bid conference, all bidders will be expected to complete and turn in the “Site Visit
Information Form” at the end of this document.
Bids will be opened at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday March 23, 2021. For more information, contact
Jason@neshobalibrary.net
Clarification
If after the completion of this project, during normal operation of the network, the System discovers that
the wired and/or wireless network will not meet the capacity requirements of this RFP, the vendor will be
required to do whatever is necessary to meet the specifications with no additional cost to the Neshoba
County Public Library.
General
The specifications herein are provided to convey the intent of the system and do not indicate every cable
or component necessary for the complete system that the proposing vendor shall provide.
Prices quoted shall be an all-inclusive solution including all applicable taxes, shipping costs, installation of
equipment, configuration of equipment, any necessary cabling, training, technical support and trash
removal, and represent complete installation and integration with the existing network where necessary.
All equipment included in vendor’s proposal must be new equipment purchased from an authorized
reseller. No grey market, third party, or used equipment will be considered. Prices quoted in the vendor’s
response will remain in effect for a period of eighteen (18) months from the time of the contract signing.
Omissions in the proposal of any provision described herein shall not be construed as to relieve the vendor
of any responsibility or obligation to the complete and satisfactory delivery, operation and support of any
services.
Should the vendor have questions or find discrepancies in, or omissions from this RFP, or be in doubt to
its meaning, the vendor shall at once notify Neshoba County Public Library. All questions should be
addressed to Jason Mayo as outlined below. The preferred mode of contact is via email.
Jason Mayo
Neshoba County Public Library
Jason@neshobalibrary.net
Questions must be submitted to the email address jason@neshobalibrary.net. If a response is not received
within 24 hours, it is the responsibility of the respondent to call Neshoba County Library at 6016564911
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to confirm receipt of the questions. All questions and answers will be posted to the Neshoba County
Public Library website.

Bid Submission Instructions
Bids will be opened at 2:00 p.m., Tuesday March 23, 2021, at the Neshoba County Public Library located
at 230 West Beacon St. Philadelphia, MS 39350.
Bids must be submitted in a sealed envelope clearly marked as follows:
“2021 Erate Bid”
Neshoba County Public Library
Bidder’s Certificate of Responsibility Number must be clearly marked on the front of the envelope.
Envelopes not so marked will not be considered. The Neshoba County Public Library, Board of Trustees
reserves the right to reject any and/or all bid and waive any informality.
Bidders must submit one (1) original and three (3) copies of their full response along with one (1)
electronic copy.
The first page showing in the bid submission packet must be the Bid Worksheet. The worksheet will show
the vendor’s total cost for each of the 4 parts of the RFP for the library. In additional to the Bid Worksheet,
Vendors MUST provide quotes submitted on the vendor’s standard quote form.
Bids must include the following:
The “Bid Worksheet” completed and signed by the bidder. Note, the “Bid Worksheet” is a total for all
work within the scope of library project.
(THE BID WORKSHEET MUST BE THE FIRST PAGE IN THE BID SUBMISSION DOCUMENTATION)
Required Documents as listed in this RFP.
It is the sole responsibility of the respondents to ensure their responses arrive in a timely manner. Late
arrivals will be rejected. The Neshoba County Public Library is not responsible for delays of any commercial
carrier or delays incurred by the respondents. Telephone, or electronically transferred bids will not be
considered. Signatures on the proposals must be in longhand and executed by a principal duly authorized
by the vendor to make a contract.
Questions
Questions must be submitted to the email address jason@neshobalibrary.net. If a response is not received
within 24 hours, it is the responsibility of the respondent to call Neshoba County Library at 6016564911
to confirm receipt of the question. All questions and responses will be posted to the website at
http://www.neshobalibrary.net
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It is the sole responsibility of the respondent to visit this page prior to bid submission to ensure they have
the latest information.
Certificate of Responsibility
1. Each bidder submitting a bid in excess of $50,000 on public projects must show on his bid and
on the face of the envelope containing the bid, his Certificate of Responsibility Number, as
required by Section 31-3-5 and 31-3-21 (latest edition) Mississippi Code of 1972. If the bid does
not exceed the amount of $50,000 on public projects, a notation so stating must appear on the
face of the envelope.
2. When multiple contractors submit a joint venture bid in excess of $50,000.00 on public projects,
a Joint Venture Certificate of Responsibility Number is required on the bid and face of the
envelope. If the Joint Venture has no Joint Venture Certificate of Responsibility number, then
each member of the Joint Venture must indicate their individual Certificate of Responsibility
numbers on the bid and on the face of the envelope.
3. Each subcontractor whose Subcontract exceeds $50,000.00 on public projects shall have a
Certificate of Responsibility Number, as required by Section 31-3-15 and 31-3-21 (latest version),
Mississippi Code.
4. No bid will be considered or accepted unless the above information is given as specified.
Sufficient evidence that said Certificate of Responsibility has been issued and is in effect at the
time of receiving bids must be submitted when required by the Owner. Likewise, it shall be the
responsibility of the Prime Contractor to require a Certificate of Responsibility Number from any
subcontractor where applicable.
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Evaluation Methodology
The Neshoba County Public Library Board of Trustees will award a contract based on the vendor
submission that best meets the needs of the library system with regard to the current Technology Plan,
future growth, RFP specifications, and not necessarily the lowest price even though price will be the
priority factor. The following factors will be considered when evaluating responses:


Price, based on 5-year cost of ownership estimate (to include base price, renewal fees and
additional support fees)



Strength of References



Adherence to Technical Specifications



Technical Certifications of Vendor Staff



Number of Service Staff within close proximity to Philadelphia, MS



Vendor response time for Managed Service or Basic Maintenance



Turnkey Solution



Ease of Use



Preference will be given for prior positive experience with the Vendor



Negative points may be given for a prior negative experience with the Vendor
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Vendor Qualifications
The Neshoba County Public Library may make such investigations as deemed necessary to determine the ability of
the bidder or subcontractors or suppliers to perform the work, and the bidder shall furnish to the Neshoba County
Public Library with all such information and data for this purpose as the Neshoba County Public Library may request.
The Neshoba County Public Library reserves the right to reject any bid if the evidence submitted by or investigation
of such Bidder fails to the satisfy the Neshoba County Public Library that such bidder is properly qualified to carry
out the obligations of the contract and/or to complete the work contemplated therein within the time required.
The bidder is specifically advised that any person, firm or other party to whom it proposes to award a subcontract
or purchase order under this contract must be acceptable to the Neshoba County Public Library.
The successful vendor (contractor) must have or be certified with the following:


Be able to supply all products and services



Be an authorized dealer in the State of Mississippi for all products



Have current liability insurance and workers compensation insurance (please enclose a copy of each with
your bid)



Provide the documentation of the vendor’s employee certifications for cabling, wireless and switching



Participate in the mandatory site walkthrough that will be held on Thursday, March 4, 2021, at 1:00 p.m.
Any bid submitted by a vendor who does not complete the mandatory pre-bid conference will not be
considered. There will be no exceptions.



Provide an Erate SPIN



Provide at least 3 references for projects of the same scope and size

Financing
This project will be subsidized by the Erate program and is therefore subject to funding availability and
contingent upon Erate funding. Due to the extended period of time it could take for the System to receive
a funding commitment from USAC for this project and possible unforeseen financial circumstances, any
contract arising from this RFP will also be contingent upon the System’s availability of funds at the time
of funding for the non-erate portion of the project. The System also reserves the right to increase or
decrease quantities requested in this RFP to adhere to the System’s needs at the time of funding.
Disqualification of Bidder
The Neshoba County Public Library reserves the right to award to other than the lowest bidder when, in
the judgment of the System administration, it is in the best interest of the System to do so. A Bidder may
be disqualified for such reasons as:
1. Bidder’s failure to comply with requirements regarding Certificate of Responsibility
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2. Bidder’s failure to sign Bidder’s Proposal Form or to otherwise properly complete the
Proposal Form
3. Bidder’s failure to attend and complete the mandatory pre-bid conference
4. Bidder being in litigation with Neshoba County Public Library
5. Bidder having defaulted on a previous contract
6. Bidder having preformed unsatisfactorily on a previous contract, including but not limited to the
Bidder’s failure to fulfill the warranty obligations of a previous contract with the Neshoba
County Public Library
7. Bidder’s failure to include documentation for required certifications and authorizations

The above is not an inclusive list.
The Neshoba County Public Library will strictly adhere to the rules and regulations of the Erate
program when evaluating bid responses.
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Cabling Specifications
Part 1
Cabling
All cable and cabling components including jacks and patch panels used in this proposal will be Category
6 rated.


Bid must include cabling and all necessary components (patch cables, patch panels, jacks and
mounts, crimp ends, racks, etc.)



New Cat 6 cables must be run for each proposed access point. The number of cables run should
be equal to the number of RJ45 jacks that connect to the network switch found on the proposed
access point to which the cable is being run.



Current cables and patch panels may not be used for this project unless they are Cat 6 Rated
cables. If the racks in the IDF or MDF is not large enough to accommodate the additional Cat 6
Patch Panel, racks should be quoted.



Bid must include cost of labor and installation.



Any cables run by the vendor will be terminated into a patch panel and labeled indicating the AP
to which it attaches.



Any power injector used by the vendor in their solution must meet the standards of the AP
manufacturer for the AP being powered. Power injectors are not preferred and will only be
considered when it is not feasible to connect to a PoE switch



Patch cables from the patch panel to the switch will be YELLOW, Cat 6 cables and will be
provided by the vendor.



Vendor must supply 20 year manufacturer’s warranty.
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Wiring Information
Drop Ceilings
Cable can be bundled without any conduit but it must be off the ceiling using hooks.
Open Ceilings
The cable may be run out-of-sight along the beams if needed.

Walls
If cable is run along an open wall, it must be in Ivory Panduit or similar enclosure.
Cable
Cable must be the same color throughout the System and it must not be either Blue or
White. Cable must be rated as Cat 6.
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Equipment Project Specifications
Part 2
The Neshoba County Public Library is requesting an all-inclusive solution including all applicable taxes,
shipping costs, installation of equipment, configuration of equipment, any necessary cabling, training,
technical support and trash removal, and represent complete installation and integration with the existing
network where necessary. All equipment included in vendor’s proposal must be new equipment
purchased from an authorized reseller. No grey market, third party, or used equipment will be considered.
Prices quoted in the vendor’s response will remain in effect for a period of eighteen (18) months from the
time of the contract signing.
The LAN requested in this RFP may have to process traffic from as many as 250 devices at a time. The
core switches will process traffic for all devices in the building.
For future expansion, we must be able to expand at least two ports on every switch proposed to 10 gig
with additional licensing and the purchase of the necessary hardware. 1Gig and 10 Gig licensing and
additional hardware are to be included in this proposal.
The vendor will be required to configure all switches in this proposal. They will configure VLANs to the
specifications of the Neshoba County Public Library IT department as part of this proposal. Currently there
are multiple VLANS operating on the System network. The Vendor will also be required to communicate
and work with the WAN and Internet vendor at time of installation so that the WAN and Internet vendor
at time of installation owned and controlled WAN switch works properly with the VLAN configurations on
the proposed switches.
The Neshoba County Public Library is seeking a Category 2 Firewall and Components proposal as defined
in the 2021 Erate Eligible Services List.
The below specified equipment does not include every part, piece, and accessory necessary for the
system to be fully functional. Please ensure that all bids include all support, warranty, cables, power
cords, etc necessary for a total solution. Please ensure any ineligible items are clearly marked as
ineligible on the bid. If any item quoted is partially eligible, please provide cost allocation showing the
eligible amount and the inelgible amount with justification for the cost allocation method.
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Required Equipment Specifications
WLAN Controller
Cisco Controller or Equivalent

Packed with Features

Use the Cisco Controller to provision thousands of Cisco APs, map out networks, quickly manage system traffic, and
provision additional Cisco APs.

Breakthrough RF Map

Use the RF map to monitor and analyze radio frequencies for optimal AP placement, configuration, and troubleshooting.

Powerful RF Performance Features

Advanced RF performance and configuration features include spectral analysis, airtime fairness, and band steering.

Detailed Analytics
Use the configurable reporting and analytics to manage large user populations and expedite troubleshooting.

Wireless Uplink*

Wireless Uplink functionality enables wireless connectivity between APs for extended range. One wired Cisco AP uplink
supports up to four wireless downlinks on a single operating band, allowing wireless adoption of devices in their default
state and real‐time changes to network topology.

Guest Portal/Hotspot Support

Easy customization and options for Guest Portals include authentication, Hotspot setup, and the ability to use your own
external portal server. Use Cisco rate limiting for your Guest Portal/Hotspot package offerings. Apply different bandwidth
rates (download/upload), limit total data usage, and limit duration of use.
All UniFi APs include Hotspot functionality:
 Built‐in support for billing integration using major credit cards.
 Built‐in support for voucher‐based authentication.
 Built‐in Hotspot Manager for voucher creation, guest management, and payment refund.
 Full customization and branding of Hotspot portal pages.

Multi-Site Management

A single Cisco Controller running in the cloud can manage multiple sites: multiple, distributed deployments and
multi‐tenancy for managed service providers. Each site is logically separated and has its own configuration,
maps, statistics, guest portal, and administrator read/write and read-only accounts.

WLAN Groups

The Cisco Controller can manage flexible configurations of large deployments. Create multiple WLAN groups and
assign them to an AP’s radio.

Dashboard

Cisco provides a visual representation of your network’s status and delivers basic information about each network
segment.

RF Map

Monitor Cisco APs and analyze the surrounding RF environment.
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9-Wireless Access Points
Cisco Aironet 3802I wireless access point – 2.4 GHz, 5 GHz – 3 x Antenna(s) or equivalent



o

Brand :Cisco

o

Product Line :Cisco Aironet

o

Model :3802I

o

Country Kits :Malaysia, Korea

o

Packaged Quantity :10

Antenna

o


Chassis

o


Ruggedized Design :Indoor

Capacity

o


Antenna Form Factor :Internal

Capacity :Spatial streams: 3

Networking

o

Type :Wireless access point

o

Form Factor :External

o

Connectivity Technology :Wireless

o

Data Link Protocol :IEEE 802.11ac Wave 2, IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.11g

o

Wireless Protocol :802.11a/b/g/n/ac Wave 2

o

Data Transfer Rate :5.2 GBps

o

Wi-Fi Bands :5 GHz, 2.4 GHz

o

Status Indicators :Boot state, Status, Error
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o

Features :Beamforming technology, Packet aggregation A-MSDU, Optimized AP Roaming, Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), 4T4R

MIMO technology, ClientLink 4.0 technology, Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP), Packet aggregation A-MPDU, Cyclic shift

diversity (CSD), DFS support, Cross AP Noise Reduction, MU-MIMO technology, Auto-sensing per device, High Density Experience

(HDX), CleanAir technology

o


Interface Provided

o




Type :CAPWAP Software Image, Cisco Unified Wireless Network Software Release 8.2.MR1 or later

Dimensions & Weight

o

Width :8.7 inch

o

Depth :8.7 inch

o

Height :2.5 inch

Service & Support

o


Interfaces :1 x 1000Base-T (auxiliary) - RJ-45, 1 x 1/2.5/5GBase-T - RJ-45, 1 x management - RJ-45

Software

o


Compliant Standards :IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.3ad (LACP), IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.11a

Type :Limited lifetime warranty

Service & Support Details

o

Service & Support :Limited warranty - advance hardware replacement - lifetime

2-48 Port POE Switches
48 Port PoE Switch
Cisco Catalyst 3750X-48P-S

o

Manufacturer :CISCO DS HARDWARE DIRECT

o

Brand :Cisco
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o

Product Line :Cisco Catalyst

o

Model :3750X-48P-S

o

Packaged Quantity :1

RAM
o



Flash Memory
o



Performance :Switching fabric bandwidth: 160 Gbps

Capacity
o



Installed Size :128 megabyte, 128 megabyte

Performance
o



Installed Size :256 megabyte, 256 megabyte

Capacity :Virtual interfaces (VLANs): 1005

Networking
o

Type :Switch

o

Subcategory :Network hubs and switches

o

Subtype :Gigabit Ethernet

o

Form Factor :Rack-mountable

o

Stackable :Stackable

o

Max Units In A Stack :9

o

Ports Qty :48

o

Routing Protocol :Static IP routing, RIPng, HSRP, RIP-1, RIP-2

o

Jumbo Frame Support :9216 bytes

o

Manageable :Yes

o

Remote Management Protocol :SNMP 3, SNMP 1, SNMP 2c, CLI, RMON 2, RMON 1, SSH, Telnet, SNMP 2, TFTP,
RMON 9, RMON 3

o

Power Over Ethernet (PoE) :PoE
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o

Status Indicators :System, Port duplex mode, Link/activity, Port transmission speed, Port status, Power

o

Features :Dynamic IP address assignment, MLD snooping, Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP), Multicast
Storm Control, Unicast Storm Control, DHCP support, Auto-negotiation, EIGRP Stub Routing, Dynamic ARP
Inspection (DAI), Quality of Service (QoS), Dynamic Trunking Protocol (DTP) support, Traffic shaping, Access
Control List (ACL) support, ARP support, Cisco StackWise Technology, Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP)
support, DHCP snooping, Per-VLAN Spanning Tree Plus (PVST+), Syslog support, Trunking, Remote Switch Port
Analyzer (RSPAN), VLAN support, Jumbo Frames support, Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) support, High
Availability, Layer 2 switching, Shaped Round Robin (SRR), IGMP snooping, Power over Ethernet (PoE), Port
Aggregation Protocol (PAgP) support, Auto-uplink (auto MDI/MDI-X), PoE+, Broadcast Storm Control, Hot swap
module replacement, Uni-Directional Link Detection (UDLD)

o

Compliant Standards :IEEE 802.3z, IEEE 802.1p, IEEE 802.1w, IEEE 802.3ab, IEEE 802.3u, IEEE
802.3at, IEEE 802.1Q, IEEE 802.1ae, IEEE 802.1x, IEEE 802.3ad (LACP), IEEE 802.1D, IEEE
802.3af, IEEE 802.3x, IEEE 802.1s, IEEE 802.3



Ports
o



Expansion Slots
o



Qty :48

Expansion Slots :1 (total) / 1 (free) x expansion slot

Interface Provided
o

Interfaces :48 x 10Base-T/100Base-TX/1000Base-T - RJ-45 PoE, 1 x USB Type A, 1 x console mini-USB Type B management, 1 x 10Base-T/100Base-TX - RJ-45 management, 2 x network
stack device, 1 x RS-232 - RJ-45 management

Switch proposal should also include all necessary UPSs to support the Erate eligible equipment. UPSs
should be APC SmartUPS or equivalent.
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Firewall
Firewall should be Cisco Appliance Bundle or equivalent. Bid must show cost allocation of all eligible and
ineligible portions of the Appliance including the ineligible content filtering. Bid should include all
support, licensing and Maintenance costs. All eligible and inelgible costs most be clearly shown and cost
allocation justified.
Total Secure Bundle or equivalent
Cisco removes the complexity associated with choosing between a host of point products and add-on
services by integrating comprehensive network security in a convenient and affordable package.
Bundle includes:
Security Appliance
Gateway Anti-Virus, Anti-Spyware and Intrusion Prevention Service subscription (1 year)
Application Intelligence, Control and Visualization subscription included on TZ 215, NSA, E-Class NSA
and SuperMassive 9000 series firewalls (1 year)
Content Filtering Service subscription (1 year)
Cisco deep packet inspection network security appliance (wired and wireless options)
24x7 Support subscription (1 year)
Comprehensive Gateway Security Suite Bundle
Cisco combines security, productivity and support in a single solution with a low cost of ownership that
provides an increased ROI compared with buying each of the services individually.
Bundle includes:
Gateway Anti-Malware, Intrusion Prevention, Application Intelligence and Control
Content Filtering Service
24x7 Support

Bid for all equipment must include cost of configuration, installation and training on configuration and
maintenance for Neshoba County Public Library IT Department. Bids should also include any necessary
accessories, parts or components required to make the system work, i.e., patch cables, SFPs, support,
licenses, etc.
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Managed Internal Broadband Services
Part 3
In addition to the cabling upgrades and equipment purchases to include installation, configuration and
training, the Neshoba County Public Library is seeking proposals for Managed Internal Broadband
Services as defined in the 2021 Erate Eligible Services List for the Wired and Wireless LAN infrastructure
including all access points, controller, switches, routers, firewall, etc.
All Contracts should be quoted as a Monthly Recurring Charge (MRC). Please indicate any erate eligible
costs and all erate ineligible costs in proposal. Also, include any up front costs (NRC) and indicate which
portion of that cost is erate eligible and any erate ineligible costs.
Contracts will have a 1-year term from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. If the project is not funded
until after July 1, 2021, the contract will be in effect from the day of notification of funding from USAC
until June 30, 2022. The Neshoba County Public Library will not be responsible for the Contracts
Monthly Recurring Fees for months prior to a funding commitment from USAC. The contract is also
contingent upon annual funding by USAC. If at any time during the contract term, USAC denies funding,
the contract may be terminated without penalty.
Please provide a narrative describing your Managed Services to include remote network monitoring
capabilities, reporting capabilities, trouble ticketing procedures, availability and response time if an
engineer is required on site.
If proposal is totally or mostly on site support, please include estimated or guaranteed (indicating
whether hours are estimated or guaranteed) number of hours per month an engineer will be on site.

Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections
Part 4
The Neshoba County Public Library as a separate proposal is seeking a Category 2 Basic Maintenance
Contract as defined by the Erate Eligible Services List for 2021. This Contract is for Break/Fix type service
only. This quote should also include eligible support and warranties for all erate eligible equipment
quoted in Part 2.
All Contracts should be quoted as a Monthly Recurring Charge (MRC). Please indicate any erate eligible
costs and all erate ineligible costs in proposal. Also, include any up front costs (NRC) and indicate which
portion of that cost is erate eligible and any erate ineligible costs.
Contract will have a 1-year term from July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2022. If the project is not funded
until after July 1, 2021, the contract will be in effect from the day of notification of funding from USAC
until June 30, 2022. The Neshoba County Public Library will not be responsible for the Contracts
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Monthly Recurring Fees for months prior to a funding commitment from USAC. The contract is also
contingent upon annual funding by USAC. If at any time during the contract term, USAC denies funding,
the contract may be terminated without penalty.
Please provide a narrative describing your Basic Maintenance Services to include trouble-ticketing
procedures, availability and response time if an engineer is required on site. Please also include the
number of network engineers available within 50 miles of the System’s Libraries.
If proposal is totally or mostly on site support, please include estimated or guaranteed (indicating
whether hours are estimated or guaranteed) number of hours per month an engineer will be on site.
Other Considerations
The Neshoba County Public Library welcomes proposals that may not meet these specifications exactly.
However, such proposals must explain in detail how the alternative proposal will meet the general
specifications of this RFP and why the System should consider such an alternative. If the explanation and
reasoning satisfies both the System Administration and members of the IT department of the Neshoba
County Public Library, then the proposal will be considered as if it meets specifications.
Due to the fast pace of technology, equipment and new technology is constantly emerging. If technology
and needs have changed from the time of acceptance of the winning proposal, Service Provider agrees to
work with the Library to submit a service substitution to USAC for updated equipment and services.
System Responsibilities




Clearly mark all IDFs and MDFs
Provide IT personnel on-site during the installation process to answer questions and make needed
decisions
Any responsibility specified for the System elsewhere in this document

Vendor Responsibilities










Remove all current access points, arrays and network cables and move them to the Neshoba
County Public Library IT Department storage. If the current network cable is Cat 6 rated, then
the provider may use it for the project. Most current cables are NOT Cat 6 rated.
Install all proposed access points, switches, racks, UPSs, cabling, patch panels, etc.
Terminate all cables on both ends
Provide Cat 6 Patch Cables to connect to the System switches
Provide power supplies if the chosen termination IDF does not have PoE switches
Configure system to accommodate up to 6 SSIDs if needed
Train designated System IT personnel to configure SSIDs and VLANS, update and maintain the
system
Attach YELLOW Cat 6 patch cables provided by the vendor from the patch panel to the System
switches
Vendor is to provide Neshoba County Public Library Technology Department with a detailed
digital EXCEL spreadsheet showing all new equipment installed and existing equipment to be
removed to include models, serial numbers and room numbers
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Any responsibility specified for the vendor elsewhere in this document

Current Equipment


All current equipment will remain the property of the Neshoba County Public Library regardless
of its use or non-use in the successful proposal.



The vendor will be responsible for reconfiguration of the Neshoba County Public Library existing
switches if any switch configuration is required to make the new wired or wireless system
function properly or to integrate the LAN Switch upgrade with the existing equipment

E‐Rate
This proposal request is for services to be subsidized under the Universal Services E‐Rate Program for
Libraries and Libraries. No purchase order will be issued, no installation will occur and no services will be
provided until approval of the form 471 application AND approval by Neshoba County Public Library for
the library System’s non-erate portion. If System funds are not available for the System portion, all
contracts will become null and void and the project will not be implemented.
Right to Reject
The Neshoba County Public Library reserves the right to accept or reject all proposals or sections thereof
when the rejection is in the best interest of the library system. The Neshoba County Public Library reserves
the right to award without further discussion. Therefore, responses should be submitted initially with the
most favorable terms the vendor proposes. The Neshoba County Public Library reserves the right to reject
the proposal of a vendor who has previously failed to perform properly or completed on time contracts
and to reject the proposal of any vendor who in the opinion of the Neshoba County Public Library Board
of Trustees, is not in a position to adequately perform the contract. The Neshoba County Public Library
Board of Trustees reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, any part or parts of a proposal, waive
any technicalities/informalities, increase or reduce quantities, make modifications or specifications, and
award any or the entire contract in a manner that is in the best interest of the Neshoba County Public
Library. Contracts will be awarded for each part of the RFP to the vendor or vendors submitting the
proposal determined to be in the best interests of the Neshoba County Public Library.
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SITE VISIT INFORMATION FORM
(Type or Print ONLY)
(Vendors should bring this completed to the site visit)

NAME OF COMPANY
ADDRESS OF HOME OFFICE
CITY OF HOME OFFICE
STATE OF HOME OFFICE
COUNTY OF HOME OFFICE
9 DIGIT HOME OFFICE ZIP
PHONE # OF HOME OFFICE
Federal EIN
DUNS Number
Erate SPIN number

CONTACT Name __________________________________

CONTACT Phone Number ___________________________

CONTACT Email Address____________________________
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By signing below, the vendor acknowledges that the prices listed on this sheet are the prices being bid
for this project and that the vendor understands that portions of this Project may be funded from Erate
Funds. This project is subject to funding availability and contingent upon Erate funding.

PRINTED NAME __________________________________ TITLE ________________
SIGNED _________________________________________ DATE _______________

BID WORKSHEET
PRICING INFORMATION (Total Cost)
(THIS DOCUMENT MUST BE THE TOP PAGE OF YOUR SUBMISSION)
MUST FILL IN THE TOTAL PRICE FOR THE ENTIRE ERATE ELIGIBLE PORTION OF THE PROJECT BELOW.

Erate Eligible PROJECT TOTAL PRICE for Cabling _________________________
(This is the total project)
Erate Eligible PROJECT TOTAL PRICE for Equipment _________________________
(This is the total project)
Erate Eligible TOTAL PRICE for Managed Service Contract _________________________
(This is the total project)
Erate Eligible TOTAL PRICE for Basic Maintenance Contract _________________________
(This is the total project)

DO NOT INCLUDE INELIGIBLE COSTS IN THE ABOVE TOTALS. PRICING ON THIS PAGE IS FOR ERATE
ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ONLY
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Required Documents
Bid Worksheet and Service Provider Quotes broken down
Specifications for the proposed hardware and software
Current liability insurance and workers compensation insurance
References
Documentation of the vendor’s switching, wireless and cabling certifications
Certificate of Responsibility
Erate SPIN number
Qualifications and training of vendor technical staff
Trouble Ticketing Procedures and Escalation Process for Managed Services and BMIC
Any other documentation required previously in this document
If the proposal does not meet the stated specifications, the vendor must include a detailed proposal
along with a detailed explanation as to why the vendor believes the proposal will meet the stated needs
of the Neshoba County Public Library and why the System should consider their proposal.
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